
Compare and Contrast 
Read the selection below.

Lesson Learned
Princess Maria was kind, 

friendly, and very smart.  Her sister, 
Princess Bella, was beautiful and 
popular.  Since she was not very 
nice to Maria, they didn’t always get 
along well.

As the Winter Wonder Ball 
approached, Maria realized that she 
didn’t have a ride to the ball.  Her 
sister had a fancy sports car, but 
Maria knew she wouldn’t let her  
drive it.

On the other hand, Bella 
didn’t have a gown to wear, and 
she knew that Maria knew how to 
sew.  In fact, she was making her 
own gown.

Bella was too proud to wear a 
handmade dress, but all the fanciest 
stores had no dresses left.

Bella had no choice but to ask 
her sister for help.  Kind Maria 
agreed to make her sister’s dress.  
When she finished, Bella couldn’t 
believe how beautiful the gown was.

Bella hugged her sister and 
thanked her.  She apologized for not 
being very nice in the beginning, and 
she even drove Maria to the ball.

Both sisters looked fabulous!  
They were the prettiest girls at the 
ball, and they had a wonderful time.  
Most importantly, they were glad that 
they learned to work together!

Complete the Venn Diagram to compare and contrast the two 
princesses and infer what they learned.

Princess 
Maria

Both Princess 
Bella
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Compare and Contrast
Read the selections below.

How It Happened
Story A

You may be wondering how I 
came to be sitting here on this rock, 
croaking like a frog.  Well, I was 
minding my own business and fishing 
when I Iooked up and saw an ugly 
witch fall head first in the pond. She 
called for help, and when I cleared 
my throat to keep from laughing she 
turned me into a frog!

What an ill-tempered witch!

Story B
You may be wondering how 

the prince came to such a poor 
end.  Well, I was gathering herbs 
for the sick when I tripped over his 
fishing rod and fell in the pond.  As 
I spluttered and splashed and almost 
drowned, he simply snorted and 
croaked with laughter.  The more he 
snorted and croaked, the more he 
began to look like a frog!

I guess wishes do come true.

Compare and contrast details from the stories.  Use a Venn 
Diagram like the one here to organize your thoughts.  Then write 
your answers below.  Use complete sentences.

 1. What main fact do both narrators agree upon?  Support 
your answer with details from the selection.

   

  

  

 2. Whom does the prince blame?  What does Story B say 
about this?
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Suffixes -y, -ous

adventurous
glorious
scary

handy
cloudy

wondrous

rocky
chilly

glamorous

Complete each sentence with a word from above.

 1. A pencil is a  thing to have when you 

are taking a test.

 2. The   princess wore an expensive 

gown and jewels to the ball. 

 3. The   skier raced down a steep 

mountain.

 4. The   sky made the air seem even 

more  .

 5. The climb up the   cliff was diffi cult 

and tiring.

 6. The   monster frightened the villagers. 

 7. At the end of the day we watched a   

sunset.

 8. Their mouths dropped open at the    

sight.
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Vowel Sounds: /ŭ/, /yoo/, 
and /oo/
Basic Read the paragraph.  Write the Basic Words that best 
complete the sentences.

The puppy running through the grocery store was the first 

(1)  something was wrong.  Diana stood 

next to the (2)  and vegetable section.  She 

looked at a (3)  of bananas but chose an 

orange instead.  Suddenly, the (4)  dog 

jumped into Diana’s cart!  It tore open a loaf of bread, 

causing a (5)  to fly into Diana’s face.  

Startled, Diana squeezed the orange, and 

(6)  exploded over Diana and a nearby man.  

He was (7)  to Diana.  He began to (8) 

 with her.  He said it was her fault that his 

business (9)  was ruined!  One worker had 

to (10)  the dog.  The cleaning 

(11)  had to mop the floor.

Challenge 12–14. Write sentences that tell about jobs that 
people might have.  Use three Challenge Words.  Write on a 
separate sheet of paper.  

 1. bunch
 2. fruit
 3. argue
 4. crumb
 5. crew
 6. tune
 7. juice
 8. refuse
 9. truth
 10. young
 11. clue
 12. trunk
 13. amuse
 14. suit
 15. rude
 16. trust
 17. dew
 18. stuck
 19. rescue
 20. brush

Challenge 
computer
mustard
tissue
customer
attitude

Spelling Words

Once Upon a Cool 
Motorcycle Dude
Spelling:  Vowel Sounds: 

/ŭ/, /yoo/, and /oo/
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Spelling Word Sort
Write each Basic Word beside the correct heading.

/ŭ/ spelled u 
followed by a 

consonant

Basic Words:

Challenge Words:
Possible Selection Words:

Other spellings 
for /ŭ/

Basic Words:

/yoo/ and /oo/ 
spelled 

u-consonant-e

Basic Words:

Challenge Words:

Possible Selection Words:

/yoo/ and /oo/ 
spelled ue

Basic Words:

Challenge Words:

/yoo/ and /oo/ 
spelled ui

Basic Words:

/oo/ spelled ew
Basic Words:

Possible Selection Words:

Other spellings 
for /yoo/ 
and /oo/

Basic Words:

Challenge Words:

Challenge Add the Challenge Words to your Word Sort.

Connect to Reading Look through Once Upon a Cool Motorcycle 
Dude.  Find more words that have the /ŭ/, /yoo/, and /oo/ spelling 
patterns on this page.  Add them to your Word Sort.

 1. bunch
 2. fruit
 3. argue
 4. crumb
 5. crew
 6. tune
 7. juice
 8. refuse
 9. truth
 10. young
 11. clue
 12. trunk
 13. amuse
 14. suit
 15. rude
 16. trust
 17. dew
 18. stuck
 19. rescue
 20. brush

Challenge 
computer
mustard
tissue
customer
attitude

Spelling Words

Once Upon a Cool 
Motorcycle Dude
Spelling:  Vowel Sounds 

/ŭ/, /yoo/, and /oo/
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Proofreading for Spelling
Find the misspelled words and circle them.  Write them correctly 
on the lines below.       

Outside the palace, the steep hillsides are covered with 

early morning duw. Princess Daisy gets up and picks up 

a bruish and ribbons to fix her hair.  Suddenly, she hears 

someone singing outside her window.

“Hmmm,” says the princess.  “The tun sounds familiar, 

but I don’t recognize the voice.”  When she tries to open 

the window, the latch is stuk.  Princess Daisy goes out on 

the balcony and says, “I trest you will accept my invitation 

to come in and join me for a meal.”  The singer does not 

refews the princess’ kind invitation.  They enjoy juise, bread, 

froot and a cup of tea for breakfast.

But the troth is Princess Daisy is bored.  And to amuze 

herself, she wants the singer to open an old trunck with a 

bunsh of music.  The singer does, and when he begins to 

sing, the furniture comes alive!  Now they all can 

have breakfast!

 1.  7. 

 2.  8. 

 3.  9. 

 4.  10. 

 5.  11. 

 6.  12. 

 1. bunch
 2. fruit
 3. argue
 4. crumb
 5. crew
 6. tune
 7. juice
 8. refuse
 9. truth
 10. young
 11. clue
 12. trunk
 13. amuse
 14. suit
 15. rude
 16. trust
 17. dew
 18. stuck
 19. rescue
 20. brush

Challenge
computer
mustard
tissue
customer
attitude

Spelling Words

Once Upon a Cool 
Motorcycle Dude
Spelling:  Vowel Sounds 

/ŭ/, /yoo/, and /oo/
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Action Verbs
An action verb tells what a person or thing does, did 
in the past, or will do.

action verb
Everyone likes pretty, shiny things.
The giant lost his favorite ring.

1–10. Write the action verb in each sentence.

 1. The giant searched everywhere for the ring. 

 2. He jumped over a mountain. 

 3. He swam across the ocean. 

 4. Now the giant stands in the forest. 

 5. He looks down. 

 6. The giant sees his ring. 

 7. A dragon wears the ring around her neck. 

 8. The giant smiles at his friend the dragon. 

 9. He gives the ring to the dragon. 

 10. The happy dragon wags her tail. 

Thinking Question 
Which word shows what 
a person or thing does?
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Main Verbs and Helping Verbs 
Some verbs are more than one word. The main verb 
is the most important verb. The helping verb comes 
before the main verb.

 helping verb main verb
 Maya is writing a fairy tale.

1–10. Write HV above each helping verb. Write MV above each 
main verb.

 1. Maya and Charlie are making a book.

 2. They have talked about their plan.

 3. Maya will type the story.

 4. She has thought about the main character.

 5. The main character will ride a purple horse.

 6. The horse will leap over the castle gate.

 7. Charlie has drawn pictures for the story.

 8. He was drawing with pencils.

 9. Now he is coloring with markers.

 10. Maya and Charlie will show the book to their friends.

Thinking Question 
Which is the most 
important verb? Which 
verb comes before it?
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Linking Verbs

A linking verb tells what someone or something is, or 
what someone or something is like.  Most linking verbs 
are forms of the verb be.

  
   linking verb
The motorcycle is fast.

1–10. Underline the linking verb in each sentence.  

 1. The story is a fairy tale.

 2. At fi rst the princess in the fairy tale appeared fragile.

 3. The dude on the motorcycle was there to save the ponies.

 4. The princess is willing to sit and spin gold thread.

 5. In time, the princess became quite strong.

 6. Her situation was no longer hopeless.

 7. The giant, who stole the princess’s ponies, now seemed weak in 
comparison to her.

 8. The princess was able to beat the giant all on her own.

Thinking Question 
Which word shows what 
a person or thing is? 
Which word shows what 
a person or thing is like?

Once Upon a Cool
Motorcycle Dude

Grammar:  Verbs
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Complete Sentences
A complete sentence expresses a complete thought.  
To change a sentence fragment to a complete 
sentence, first identify what information is missing.  
Then write a new sentence.
 fragment complete sentence
Gemma is Gemma is writing a story.
Went to see wizard  Then Louisa went to see the 

wizard.

1–7. Change each fragment to a complete sentence.  

 1. Writing a fairy tale

  

 2. In her fairy tale, the main character Louisa

  

  

 3. Louisa heard that the wizard

  

 4. wandered in the valley

  

  

 5. The wizard

  

 6. Louisa proved

  
 7. have written stories

  

Once Upon a Cool
Motorcycle Dude 

Grammar:  Spiral Review
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Word Choice

Less Exact Verbs More Exact Verbs

A tiny elf happily went 
through the forest.

A tiny elf sang and danced 
through the forest.

1–6. Replace each underlined verb with a more exact verb.  
Write the new sentence on the line. 

 1. The elf fell over a pebble and ended up on the ground.

  

 2. A young woman saw the tiny elf and took him up in her hand.

  

 3. The elf wiped dirt from his knees and thanked the young woman.

  

 4. The young woman laughed and asked the elf his name.

  

 5. The elf removed his hat and gave his name with a bow.

  

 6. Then the elf jumped down and hid behind a mushroom.
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Focus Trait: Organization 
Comparison and Contrast Paragraphs

Poorly Organized 
Comparison Paragraph

Logically Organized 
Comparison Paragraph

 Folktales and fairy tales have many 
things in common.  Folktales have 
animal characters, while fairy tales 
usually don’t.  Both often have 
magical elements.  They are both set 
in a long-ago time and place.

Folktales and fairy tales have 
many things in common.  Both 
often have magical elements.  
They are both set in a long-ago 
time and place.

A. Read the contrast paragraph.  Cross out sentences that do not 
belong. 

1.  Folktales are different from fairy tales in some ways.  Folktales often 
have animal characters, while fairy tales usually don’t.  Sometimes fairy 
tales do have animal characters, though.  Folktales do not have royal 
characters, while fairy tales often do.  Both have magical events.

B. Read the topic sentence below.  Write sentences that support the topic 
sentence with details.  Write a complete paragraph.

Pair/Share Work with a partner to choose sentences that add details to the 
main idea.

 2.  Fairy tales and realistic stories are very different.
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